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what on
earth do you
think you’re

doing?
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what on
earth do you
think you’re

doing?

staff
liquidity.

your
what?

you’ve
messed up
our staff
liquidity.

you said
you’re on

track, surely
you can miss

them.

but why
not take

them when
we’ve finished?

you’ve just
taken two

of my staff.

don’t know.
what are you

so upset
about?

I needed
them to be

in place when we
come back after

the new year.

We finally
get the project

on track with weekly
releases to all our
clients and the last
day before christmas

you take my staff.

I can’t see
how this is

bad. I could’ve
taken your

experts.

to
redeploy
people.

the time
it takes

for us to
respond.

you’ve
got plenty
of people

left.
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Testritised Development
Ready

for
Release

Released

let me
explain how
this works...

we are way
overloaded.

who
do you
need?

not
really. it
is expert

work.

this feature
injection thing
should help us

with our testing
problem.

I’ve got
some great ideas
on how we sort

out the testing and
analysis problem.

and
we don’t

know much
about

testing.

is there
a way we can

help out?

there’s
too much

work for us
to do.
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Ready
for
Test

Testritised Development
Ready

for
Release

Released

let me
explain how
this works...

we are way
overloaded.

who
do you
need?

not
really. it
is expert

work.

this feature
injection thing
should help us

with our testing
problem.

I’ve got
some great ideas
on how we sort

out the testing and
analysis problem.

and
we don’t

know much
about

testing.

is there
a way we can

help out?

there’s
too much

work for us
to do.

about a
month for
sign off --

I
could
have a
go...

hang
on...
Kent.

yes--
hello.

so it’s
the “one tester

and one analyst”
solution then?

approximately
two months 

Too late to do
us any good.

-- a month or
two to find them.

two months to get
them up and

running.

how long
will it take

to get another
analyst?

we have
five testers

but only one
analyst.

I need
two testers and
two analysts.

what
other options

do we have?

how long
will it take

for you
to train

someone?

no. I
need you for

other stuff. you’re
too valuable to be

missed.

for
what?

analysis.
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that’s
the good

thing about not
having me
commited

to an actual
task.

if
someone needs
me for coaching
or removing a

block, my task will
not end up
being late. 

won’t
that cause a
delay if Kent

isn’t
focussed?

not really.
I could always
be available
if needed.

that’s a
bit more

reasonable,
isn’t it?

but I think
that I could

coach and pair
with them for a

week. to get them
up to speed. 

depends
on who
it is --

We
allocate

the people
with the most 

options
last.

and that’s
how we’ve been

running it
ever since.

I always
have Gary

available to fix
problems or
help others.

that allows
us the most

flexibility to deal
with any situation

that comes up.

so you
allocate the

most experienced
people last?
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the good

thing about not
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commited

to an actual
task.

if
someone needs
me for coaching
or removing a

block, my task will
not end up
being late. 

won’t
that cause a
delay if Kent

isn’t
focussed?

not really.
I could always
be available
if needed.

that’s a
bit more

reasonable,
isn’t it?

but I think
that I could

coach and pair
with them for a

week. to get them
up to speed. 

depends
on who
it is --

We
allocate

the people
with the most 

options
last.

and that’s
how we’ve been

running it
ever since.

I always
have Gary

available to fix
problems or
help others.

that allows
us the most

flexibility to deal
with any situation

that comes up.

so you
allocate the

most experienced
people last?

however,
some experts can,
or will, only work

on one type of
task.

that
was another

problem we had
to solve two
months ago.

what is a
constraint?

the
team self

allocates to
constraints.

it’s more
dynamic than

that.

so you decide
what people will
work based on

experience?

experienced
people have most

options.

partly.

we have a
problem -- the

constraint
keeps

moving.

-- one day
we need more
analysts. the
next day we
need more
testers.

well that’s
not exactly
helpful is

it?

any
ideas?
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so we
need even more

analysts.

speak
to Gary or

Kent, see who else
wants to be cross
trained and how

long it’ll
take?

then ask the
developers.

thanks.

none of
the testers

want to
do it.

I printed
this off so you

can read it whilst
you are on the

way to your
meeting.

hold on.
let’s step

back a
second...

so
they can

work
together.

why did
you need two
testers and

two analysts?

Focus on the time, not the effort: 

The three missing elements in using Gantt charts

Project managers need to focus on the estimated time

to complete.

The typical approach is not working well for knowledge

workers. This blog post offers three steps to improve

project management: estimate time not effort, under-

stand knowledge work, team allocates work.

Project managers typically follow four simple steps.

1. Identify the tasks that need to be done

2. Estimate the effort for each task.

3. Allocate the tasks to resources (or people as   

 most of us like to call ourselves)

4. Play with step 3 (resource allocation) until all of

 the work can be fitted into the allotted time in   

 order to reduce the number of tasks indentified in  

 step 1.

Managers often use a management tool such as

a Gantt chart to assist them in managing the tasks. 

The Gantt chart helps the manager identify the 

dependencies between tasks. The dependencies 

often take the form "Group A creates work object 

XYZ" and then "Group B uses work object XYZ."
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Three items need to be addressed to make it work:

1. Estimate time, not effort. Given that the manager

 does not know as much about the tasks as the 

 team, it is better to get the team to estimate how 

 long something will take. When allocating the 

 work to the team, the team is better placed to 

 perform the allocation, as they know what other 

 work they have planned. Trying to centralize all 

 that information means the manager becomes 

 the bottleneck.

2. Understand knowledge work. People performing 

 knowledge work achieve more in four hours 

 uninterrupted time than they can in two lots of 

 two hours. They perform more in two hours than 

 they can in two lots of one. They need time to get 

 their head around a problem before they can start

 working on it. It may take an hour to get their 

 head into a problem, after which they can start 

 their work. In a four-hour slot, they can do three 

 hours of real work, whereas in two hours, they 

 can only do one hour.

3. Team allocates work. The needs to allocate work

 amongst themselves so that the team members 

 who are working on tasks that require a lot of 

 "start up" time are not interrupted by requests. 

 This is a dynamic allocation as the "start up" 

 time depends on the type of work and the type 

 of knowledge worker. The rest of the team 

 handles all the other requests in the mean time.

Focus on the time, not the effort: 

The three missing elements in using Gantt charts

Project managers need to focus on the estimated time

to complete.

The typical approach is not working well for knowledge

workers. This blog post offers three steps to improve
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Project managers typically follow four simple steps.

1. Identify the tasks that need to be done

2. Estimate the effort for each task.

3. Allocate the tasks to resources (or people as   

 most of us like to call ourselves)

4. Play with step 3 (resource allocation) until all of

 the work can be fitted into the allotted time in   

 order to reduce the number of tasks indentified in  

 step 1.

Managers often use a management tool such as

a Gantt chart to assist them in managing the tasks. 

The Gantt chart helps the manager identify the 

dependencies between tasks. The dependencies 

often take the form "Group A creates work object 

XYZ" and then "Group B uses work object XYZ."
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because
we worked it
out that was

the most effective
way to work.

I think
you better

explain how come
you’re right, but
everyone else
in the industry

is wrong.

why
would you
do that?

really?

An
analyst and

a tester sharing
a computer.

What
do you
mean?

so we
have looked
at feature
injection.

we
particularly

like the information
arrival process

stuff.

yeah.
we worked

out something
quite cool
from that.
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In order
to save time
in software
development,

Development and
test planning are
run in parallel.

okay,
with you so

far.

that is
until bugs are

discovered.

when
bugs are

detected, that
information
then goes

backwards into
development --

it then
comes back

together in test
execution.

this
can help
explain

it.

but
this isn’t

really the
best way to

work.

and as it
happens randomly,

it’s difficult to
control the flow
of information.

analysis is
finished and handed
off to these two

departments.

imagine the
information is

some rope being
pulled through

a hole of exactly
the same width.

-- and then
forward again

into test
execution.

this way,
the information

travels from Analysis,
test plan, and into

test execution.

but misses
development. which then

means going back,
trying to sort them
out, then starting
the process again.

this is
analysis,

Test plan and
test execution.
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information is

some rope being
pulled through

a hole of exactly
the same width.

-- and then
forward again

into test
execution.

this way,
the information

travels from Analysis,
test plan, and into

test execution.

but misses
development. which then

means going back,
trying to sort them
out, then starting
the process again.

this is
analysis,

Test plan and
test execution.

that’s not
really the
best way.

can’t
you just use

a thinner
rope?

but because
the rope is the
same thickness

it becomes difficult
to manage both
streams at the

same time.

it may
take a bit more
time to get to

the development
but it does remove
any duplication or

waste.

glad
you

asked!!

if we move
analysis and test

planning to be
parallel to each
other, pairing up
an analyst and

a tester --

so
what’s the
solution?

and as
that kills

momentum, that’s
not really the
best option.

switching
between the
various tasks
until the job

is done.

another
way is to work
for a bit, sort
out any bugs,
work for a bit
more, sort out
any bugs, etc.

it’s the
same as

splitting the
resources into

two groups.

the second
one devoted

to finding the
bugs.

well, that
does make

some sense.

let’s go
through it

one more time
before explaining

it to the team.

-- they can work
together and when
it’s ready it then

moves forward into
development.
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how would
you feel if I

took bob and
Trish. your top
tester and top

developer?

yes, but
they are your

least experienced
staff.

no.
you need two

people.

you do
not need jim
and Helen.

really?!?
okay.

that
would be a

perfect swap
for us.

sorry,
you cannot have
them. I need them
for the phoenix

project.

okay.
so all this

is very nice and
sounds quite

clever.

We want
jim and
Helen
back.

what
do you
want?
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how would
you feel if I

took bob and
Trish. your top
tester and top

developer?

yes, but
they are your

least experienced
staff.

no.
you need two

people.

you do
not need jim
and Helen.

really?!?
okay.

that
would be a

perfect swap
for us.

sorry,
you cannot have
them. I need them
for the phoenix

project.

okay.
so all this

is very nice and
sounds quite

clever.

We want
jim and
Helen
back.

what
do you
want?

thank
you.

Go
ahead.

I have
some serious

concerns
about rose.

rose has just
asked for two

junior people and
offered two

experienced people
in exchange.

what
is the

problem?

I think
she wants people

she can manage and
struggles with

experienced
people.
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she’s
clearly not

competent to
run this
project.

okay. Let’s send duncan
in to review what

she is doing.

and? and if
there is a problem

we will shut
them down.

who?

What do
you think?

all
of

them.
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...by any other name...
Rose Randall’s Blog

Staff Liquidity - The enabler of business flexibility

There is value in shorter iterations of development. 
Longer iterations are riskier to the business investor who 
is funding the project, because shorter iterations provide 
the investor with more options. And more options means 
more ways to control the project and manage the risks. 
This blog post explains how to achieve a high staff liquid-
ity to enable this business flexibility.

Imagine a project where the investor is prepared to fund 
a year of development of the project. At the extreme* the 
project could either do one iteration and attempt to deliv-
er the perfect project after a year. Alternatively, they 
could create a new working version of the project every 
month, meaning twelve iterations. 

Managing Delivery Risk

In this diagram the solid line represents the delivery risk 
for the situation where there is one iteration. As the 
investor keeps investing money and gets nothing in 
return his risk continuously goes up. When the project 
delivers the risk goes down.
The dotted line represents the twelve iterations ap-
proach. The investor still invests continuously, but at 
each delivery his risk goes down as he sees the results 
and has the opportunity to change direction.**

For the one iteration project, the investor continues to 
invest and only finds out where they truly are when the 
project delivers after one year.
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For the twelve iteration project, the investor finds out 
where they are at eleven points prior to the "final" deliv-
ery.

Which project would you rather invest in?

Flexible projects

The project with twelve iterations is significantly less risky 
because the investor has the following options.

1. Stop investing if the project is not making the expected 
progress.
2. Stop investing if the project delivers the value early.
3. Increase investment if the project is more successful 
than originally thought.
4. Change direction of the project as they collect feed-
back from their users/market.

In order to take advantage of these options, the investor 
needs to be able to change direction quickly. One of the 
hardest aspects in this is the staffing. Depending on 
whether the funding is increased or decreased staff 
needs to be either added to the project or removed. 
In many organizations it can take several months to 
effectively scale a project up or down. In this period the 
opportunity for this project may have been lost or a com-
petitor has already filled the spot. 

We measure this timing gap as staff liquidity. Staff liquidi-
ty is measured as the time it takes from when the initial 
investment is approved to having a fully gelled fully up to 
speed team working on the project. A low liquidity means 
it is hard to move staff around on projects, whereas a 
high liquidity means it is easy to ramp projects up and 
down and do so quickly. This applies to the initial invest-
ment as well as any incremental investments.

In other words staff liquidity is the time needed to:

1. Approve and hire staff.
2. Gel the team.
3. Train the team.
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Tom
3
3
3

Dick
3
2
3

Sales
Payroll
Delivery

Status
Green
Red

Yellow

Harriot
3
1
2

Jones
2
0
2

How to achieve high staff liquidity

Achieving high staff liquidity requires deliberate manage-
ment. It does not happen by accident. We create high 
staff liquidity as follows:
No key man dependencies on a project.
Allocate staff with the fewest options first, staff with most 
options last.
Let staff with most options coach and help the staff with 
the least options

Staff liquidity is another name for having options about 
how you deploy your staff. 

1. Key Man Dependencies. Key Man dependency is a 
measurement of how dependent an organization is on 
specific people. These people have specific knowledge 
that is not shared with others. If they quit or if something 
bad happens to them the organization is in serious trou-
ble.

The risk manager for the organization should ensure that 
all departments and groups are aware of their key man 
dependencies and manage them. Managing the depend-
encies properly ensures the organization has real op-
tions, that the organization has more than one or two 
people who can perform each function within the organi-
zation or group. Managing this is simple. 

Each organization or group creates a grid with staff 
names across the top and functions down the side. Each 
person grades himself for each function.
 
"1" means they can perform the basics of the function. 
"2" means they can perform the function adequately. 
"3" means the function has no secrets to them.

Any function with three or more people at level "3" is 
"Green" or "Safe". Any function with two people at level 
"3" is "Yellow" or "At Risk". Any function with one or no 
people at level "3" is "Risk". Here is an example matrix:

Thank you to Kevin Tate for sharing this diagram.
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The risk manager asks the departments to assess the 
risk on a regular basis (e.g. bi-monthly) and track the 
changes. One other important factor is how long it takes 
to train a person in a function. Functions that take longer 
to train are riskier than those that can be taught quickly.

2. Allocate staff. Allocate staff with the fewest options 
first. In the above department, Jones would be allocated 
first. He has the least experience. Placing him in one of 
the areas he has some experience in allows him to 
improve his knowledge and become level "3" over time. 
Harriot would be allocated next. She would probably be 
allocated to "Delivery" to stretch her. Dick would be allo-
cated next. He would "Payroll".

3. Let most experienced staff coach. Tom would not be 
allocated any responsibilities. He should assist the others 
either by training, coaching or otherwise helping them. If 
any issue arises, he is instantly available to address the 
issue. In order to protect our liquidity, Tom addresses the 
issue with Dick, Harriot or Jones so that once the solution 
is identified they take the responsibility for it, and they 
free Tom up to be instantly available to address the next 
high priority issue.

The role of management is to manage the liquidity of 
their area of responsibility. Ideally the team self manages 
their liquidity but in the event that they do not, responsi-
bility lies with the manager. This is particularly the case 
as some team members may make it hard for others to 
learn what they know as they may actually prefer to 
remain the Key Man in order to improve their job security.

How liquid do you need to be?
Like financial markets liquidity does not mean the entire 
organization needs the ability to move project immediate-
ly. Instead a small fraction (5 - 10%) should be liquid. 
This is sufficient to respond quickly and get the rest up to 
speed later. 
However the act of staffing a new project or increasing 
investment in an existing one reduces the liquidity of the 
organization at that time. Action needs to be taken to free 
up this liquidity as soon as possible in order to be able to 
respond to the next situation just as quickly.
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